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Self adhesive felt

Material: Polyester or wool Felt
Size: 100*30cm or customized
Weight: 50~5000gsm(velour carpet) or customize
Thickness: 0.5-50mmmm or customized
Logo: Customized
Color: Black Green or Customized
Width/Length: As customer's request.
MOQ: 1000M2
Packing: Opp bags+Carton

Adhesive felt pads can be used on lampls, stereos, computer equipment, tv's,
smallkitchen applkances, figurines, vases, tables, chair and more!
We are leading manufacturer in China, we use high density felt material and quality
adhesive glue, the felt pads are soft and protective without ripping or falling off
easily.Customized size and color available.
Preserve the beauty of your floors with the Felt Pads. Equipped with powerful
adhesive and durable felt, these floor protectors adhere effortlessly to the legs of your
furniture and provide long-lasting protection from gouges and scratches. They come
in multiple sizes and colors, so there's a set that blends perfectly with all of your décor.
So help protect your investment, and enjoy your beautiful floors for years to come
with the Felt Pads.
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Usage

Prevent the sound when moving furniture. Although it is a round pad, it can also fit
square legs.
This felt pads protect furniture and hard floors from scratches, nicks and dents.Cut out
the SHAPE and SIZE you need, they are easy to trim with a household scissor.Noise
reduction, Protect the cabinets, drawers, picture frames, tables, cutting boards,
etc.Perfect For all kinds of floors, whether it be laminate, hardwood, vinyl, tile, or
more.Clean the furniture, Peel off the adhesive layer, Stick the pads to your furniture

Advantages :
1.Easy to add scent,anti-static, and softener treatments.
2.Dimensional stability(even in high temperature e.g. clothes dryer cycle)
3.Easy to slit,die-cut,sew,glue,laminate,trim,saw,clamp and weld without fraying
4.High tear,breaking and abrasion resistance
5.Elimination of risk of delamination
6.Strength and uniformity
7.Fluid resistance and retention
With this sticky dots you can stick note paper on computer to remind yourself your
target or leave message to colleagues, stick a card board on wall to write your
department plan and target.
USE AT HOME
You can stick a note paper/magazine/photo on wall or fridge to leave a message or
record something/plan about yourself and baby, also, you can stick different notes on
food container to classify them in kitchen with this hook and loop adhesive dot tapes.
USE IN CLASSROOM
Teachers can stick a calendar or plan board on classroom wall, it is also available to
stick a school report on the wall with sticky dots. and students can use it to DIY
different gift or play games by using it , having fun to do art activities.
TIPs to Use
Step 1: Clean the wall and make it dry without dust.
Step 2: Stick the hook coin on the wall. (Wait 5 mins)
Step 3: Stick the loop coin on the paper. (Wait 5 mins)
Step 4: Align the hook and loop coins together and press.
Note:Keep it clean and dry. Adhesive reaches maximum strength after 24 hours.HEBEI H
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